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Edited by A. PyleCentral to the replication of RNA viruses is the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) [1], an
important antiviral drug target [2–4]. RdRps belong
to a large superfamily of template-directed nucleic
acid polymerases, including DNA polymerases and
reverse transcriptases [1]. These polymerases have
a similar structural fold, which has been described as
a “cupped right hand” with fingers, thumb and palm
subdomains [5] (Fig. 1), and a similar chemical
mechanism, involving at least two metal ions [6].
Polymerase function can be divided into three
phases, including nucleotide selection, phosphodi-
ester bond formation and translocation to the next
templating nucleobase to prepare for the next round
of nucleotide addition. Structural biology has provid-
ed tremendous insight into the structural changes
that accompany each stage of catalysis for multiple
classes of polymerases [7–10]. Least understood is
how conformational changes in the polymerases
may couple to translocation. In A-family DNA
polymerases, a partial opening of the active site
involving the temporary displacement of the
“O-helix” and other regions in the fingers subdomain
is likely important for movement along the DNA [11–
15]. Such a mechanism is unlikely to aid transloca-
tion in RdRps; these polymerases contain an
extension of the fingers through the “fingertips” that
interacts with the thumb domain, likely precluding a
similar “opening” of the active site [16] (Fig. 1). In this
issue, Sholders and Peersen have provided tanta-
lizing insight into an alternative mechanism for
translocation in RdRps, involving a palm structural
motif known as “motif-B” [17]. Steric clashes
between the motif-B loop and the template RNA
may promote movement along the RNA to the next
catalytic register. These findings are especially
intriguing considering that the motif-B loop is
involved in multiple stages of RdRp catalysis andatter © 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevmay be a master regulator of polymerase function
[18].
Recent years have brought tremendous structural
insight into RdRps [9,10,19]. The Peersen laborato-
ry, in particular, has been able to solve multiple X-ray
crystal structures of poliovirus (PV) and other viral
RdRps in elongation complexes [20–22], enabling
them to capture snapshots of the RdRp before and
after nucleotide addition. In contrast to some
observations in DNA polymerases, the conforma-
tional changes in RdRps observed by X-ray crystal-
lography are rather subtle. There are no grand
conformational changes in the fingers and thumb
subdomains, but instead, activation of the enzyme
requires localized changes to the palm subdomain to
reposition key residues important for nucleotide
binding and/or phosphodiester bond formation [22].
Correct nucleotide binding induces a re-alignment of
β-strands in the palm subdomain, including structur-
al motif-A and motif-C, resulting in the repositioning
of the absolutely conserved Asp233 (PV numbering)
to allow interactions with both metal ions required for
RdRp function [22]. This conformational change is
likely triggered when motif-B residues Ser288 and
Asn297 make hydrogen-bonding interactions with
the ribose hydroxyls of the incoming nucleotide. In
this way, conformational changes in the RdRp
efficiently couple nucleotide selection to phosphodi-
ester bond formation.
In their current manuscript, Sholders and Peersen
capture residues 288–292 in the motif-B loop in three
major conformations, which they term “in/up”, “in/
down” and “out/down”. The “in/out” designation is
based on whether Cys290 is buried “in” a hydropho-
bic pocket directly behind the loop or is “out” of the
pocket and exposed to solvent. The “up/down”
designation refers to the orientation of the Ser288
side chain, whether it points “up” toward the ringier Ltd. All rights reserved. J. Mol. Biol. (2014) 426, 1373–1376
Fig. 1. Structural dynamics of motif-B drive RdRp function. (a) Structure of the Norwalk virus RdRp (PDB ID 1SH3)
showing the canonical right-hand cupped structures of RdRp with fingers, thumb and palm subdomains and highlighting
palm structural motif-A (red), motif-B (blue), motif-C (magenta) and motif-D (orange). The motif-B loop is circled. (b) RdRps
show structural variability in the motif-B loop, likely important for function, including RNA translocation.
1374 Viral RNA Polymerase Translocationfinger or “down” toward the active site. In their model,
nucleotide binding induces the “in/up” to “in/down”
transition, which repositions Ser288 and begins the
cascade of structural rearrangements, including
changes in the palm motifs, required to catalyze
phosphodiester bond formation. Following the chem-
ical step, they propose the motif-B loop to transition
from “in/down” to “out/down”. The “out/down” con-
formation would result in a steric clash between the
motif-B loop and the backbone of the RNA template
strand. Relief of this steric clash might help to
facilitate translocation along the RNA and/or prevent
backtracking once translocated. Functional analyses
of motif-B site mutants provide further evidence of
the importance of these conformations in RdRp
catalysis. Perhaps most intriguing is the finding that
the G289A variant can catalyze single nucleotide
addition, but processive elongation activity is
completely abolished. One explanation is that the
G289A substitution prevents translocation neces-
sary for processive activity by locking the enzyme in
an “in/up” conformation.
What triggers the change to the “out/down” motif-B
conformation remains poorly understood. Studies
from other nucleic acid polymerases, including DNA
polymerases [8] and multi-subunit RNA polymer-
ases [23,24], have led to two major models of how
translocation is coordinated with other stages of
polymerase function. In the “active” or “power-
stroke” model, nucleotide hydrolysis and the release
of pyrophosphate (PPi) provide the energy for
translocation [13,25,26]. In contrast, the “passive”
or “Brownian ratchet” model proposes that, following
nucleotide addition, the enzyme can thermally
fluctuate between a pre-translocated and a post-
translocated state and binding of the next incoming
nucleotide traps the post-translocated state, helping
to drive the polymerase along the DNA/RNA [27–
30]. These models are not necessarily mutuallyexclusive; conformational changes may be triggered
by the release of pyrophosphate, but translocation
may not be completed until the binding of the next
nucleotide.
The protonation state of the polymerases may also
help to coordinate phosphodiester bond formation
with translocation. In yeast RNA polymerase II, a
multi-subunit polymerase structurally distinct from
RdRps, it has been proposed that His1085 on the
“trigger loop” acts as a general acid to protonate the
β-phosphate of the incoming nucleotide to generate
a better pyrophosphate-leaving group [31]. The
release of pyrophosphate and/or change in the
protonation state of His1085 may lead to conforma-
tional changes that drive translocation. Indeed,
conformational changes in the trigger loop can
induce further structural changes to the “bridge-
helix”, which is important for translocation [31]. In the
A-family DNA polymerases, the general acid is an
absolutely conserved Lys on the O-helix [32]. Again,
changes in the protonation state of the general acid
may couple to structural changes in the O-helix
important for translocation. The general acid in
RdRps has been proposed to be an absolutely
conserved Lys in the motif-D loop [32]. It was
previously demonstrated that the conformational
state of PV RdRp depends on the protonation state
of the motif-D Lys [33], and a long-range interaction
network that would be able to communicate struc-
tural dynamic changes from motif-D to motif-B has
been proposed [34]. Molecular dynamic simulations
have also suggested that motions in the motif-D loop
are coupled to fluctuations in motif-A and other
regions in the active site [35], which might be
important for governing the motif-B conformational
state. The function of the general acid is closely tied
to translocation, considering that amino acid substi-
tutions at the general acid substantially reduce
processivity [32].
1375Viral RNA Polymerase TranslocationOther biophysical studies will likely be required to
delineate the sequence of events in RdRp translo-
cation. Single-molecule studies have proven espe-
cially revealing in other polymerases and generally
support the “passive”model of translocation [36–38].
NMR studies may also reveal the capacity for the
RdRp to fluctuate between pre-translocated and
post-translocated states [39]. Further X-ray crystal-
lography studies in the presence of excess pyro-
phosphate and 3′ deoxy RNA may reveal other
structural states important in the translocation
process. The site mutants studied by Sholders and
Peersen should serve as important tools and starting
points in the further unraveling of the translocation
mechanism and its relationship to RNA replication
speed and fidelity.Acknowledgements
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